
BOWLER'S ASSOCIATION OF SUN CITY WEST 
RED PIN PAYOUT RULES 

Payout rules are subject to change. 
NOTE: Prizes are cumulative. For example, if you had a strike in the 1st frame, and then had a strike with a red head pin in the 2nd frame, the 

total earned would be $.75-$.50 for the red head pin and $.25 for the consecutive strike. 

  

 

 

 
   

 

 
 

Revised May 1, 2024 

 

 Women’s Division 4 
(AVG <156) 

Men’s Division 2  
(AVG <185) 

 

Strikes in each of the 2nd and 7th frames in any game ONLY Only $1.00 
Knock down three pins or less (excluding a gutter ball) on 1st ball thrown ONLY Only $.25 
Strike with red/colored head pin $.50 
Each consecutive strike $.25 
Strikes in each of the 3rd-6th-9th frames in any game $1.00 
Leave only red/colored pins standing on 1st ball thrown $ .25 ea 
Convert a 2-pin standing sleeper: 1-5, 2-8, or 3-9 combination $ .50 
WOMEN: Bowl a game of 210 or higher 160 or higher  $.50 
MEN: Bowl a game of 250 or higher  200 or higher $.50 
Bowl a game with a scratch score ending in zero “0” (i.e., 150) $.25 
Bowl a score of 77 or 111 in the 7th frame Score of 55 in 7th frame Score of 99 in 7th frame $.50 
Bowl a clean game through 7th frame $.25 
Bowl a clean game through 10th frame $.25 
Bowl a 250/300 game with handicap 250 ONLY 300 $1.00 
Bowl a 300 game  $3.00 
Bowl 20 pins over average $.25 
Bowl the blind (scratch) score for any of first two games (to be announced after each game is completed by all bowlers) $.50 
Leave any split after the 1st ball (a split is a separation of two or more pins that does not include the head pin) $.25 
Convert any split $.25 
Convert the 5-7-10 split $5.00 
Convert any three pins of the Big Four (4-6-7-10) split $3.00 
Convert the Big Four split $5.00 


